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Dear Ferc,
I live on a dirt rd less than a mile from the origination of the joint
Williams/Cabot 30 inch transmission line THE CONSTITUTION. This compressor site
is already being constructed and according to the Williams brochure this will be
the ONLY compressor currently planned for the Constitution. Oddly enough,
Williams used a GP-5 DEP permit submitted for a two engine compressor at this
site.... GP-5's are for MINOR SOURCE EMISSIONS.
Williams did NOT display honesty or integrity towards the community in
Susquehanna County when they permitted the Constitution Pipeline's WILLIAMS
MIDSTREAM PLANNED CENTRAL STATION by using a GP-05 DEP permit for a two engine
compressor they called the Central HP Compressor. This appears to have been a
way to jump start construction for the large compressor meter station in
Brooklyn on Turnpike Rd next to the Newton Hill Cemetery covertly and to subvert
public participation in DEP's permtting process. GP-05 permits per Sec Krancer
are for MINOR SOURCES OF AIR EMISSIONS OF LITTLE OR NO CONCERN TO THE PUBLIC.
There is no doubt, the 54 acre compressor site in question is NOT going to be
two engine station...........it is without a doubt the beginning of a 30
diameter TRANSMISSION line that will be a MAJOR SOURCE of air emissions noise
etc...................Williams abused the GP-05 permit process.
I am opposed to any permit process that takes the public's voice away as does
the GP-5. Williams has displayed a blatant disregard for my community's health
and welfare by abusing the permit process. I fear they want eminent domain to
ram a pipeline into our state ship all the gas from our state to whatever market
brings the highest profit..............be it overseas LNG etc. I demand
transparency in their plans that have already affected my life quality due to
the current traffic on my dirt rd related to construction of the WILLIAMS
MIDSTREAM PLANNED CENTRAL STATION,a large compressor by necessity that will also
be a metering station. They have not done any environmental impact studies and
are already constructing the first compressor/meter station site that will be
the beginning of the Constitution Pipeline. If they are not transparent and do
not display regard for human life and health, then do not grant them the
certificate they seek.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Roter
575 Turnpike Rd
Kingsley PA 18826 570-289-4790
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